Nicotinamide: a novel treatment for age-related macular degeneration?
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Saini et al. recently reported in Cell Stem Cell that nicotinamide can suppress the expression of a broad set of genes in induced pluripotent stem cell-derived retinal pigment epithelium (iPS-RPE) cells that may contribute to age-related macular degeneration (AMD) (1). There are ample reasons to be excited about their findings, and many opportunities for future work. In this commentary, I will begin by providing background about the etiology of AMD before outlining some of the challenges of studying AMD using iPS-RPE. With that context in place, I will describe which elements of the Saini et al. study I find most exciting, and discuss potential future directions.

The outer retina—a finely tuned machine

The outer half of the retina consists of hard working cells and structures that convert light into neural signals through phototransduction. Rod and cone photoreceptors initiate phototransduction when activated by light, but cannot complete the process without help from the multifunctional retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) or without fuel. Energy substrates for the RPE and photoreceptors are provided by a highly dense and fenestrated extraretinal vascular plexus, the choriocapillaris, which surrounds the outer retina (Figure 1A).

The choriocapillaris, RPE cells, and photoreceptors are all uniquely remarkable. According to many accounts, the blood flow rate and the vascular permeability of the choriocapillaris is higher than anywhere in the body (2). Oxygen and nutrients from the choriocapillaris are filtered and redistributed in the subretinal space through a pentalaminar matrix (Bruch’s membrane) and by RPE cells. RPE also generate and secrete key vasculotrophic factors for choriocapillaris maintenance, deliver glucose to photoreceptors, recycle spent photopigments, absorb stray light, and phagocytose light damaged photoreceptor membranes to prevent oxidative stress (3). Photoreceptors can be activated by a single photon, and can respond appropriately to the wavelength and intensity of a light source. However, they are also extraordinarily metabolically demanding and inherently fragile (4). Maintaining the integrity and homeostasis of photoreceptors, RPE, and the choriocapillaris is imperative, and defects result in profound vision loss.

Even finely tuned machines break down over time

The prevalence of age-related vision loss should not be surprising considering the intense burdens placed on the choriocapillaris and RPE to support the remarkable metabolic demands of photoreceptors. In fact, AMD is a commonly occurring and leading cause of vision loss in industrialized countries. The global prevalence of AMD is steadily increasing and expected to reach epidemic proportions by the year 2040 when some experts estimate that 288 million people could be affected (5). To emphasize
the enormity of this problem, the population of the United States of America was 327 million as of September, 2017, based on United Nations Population Division estimates.

**AMD**

There are two forms of AMD: dry (geographic atrophy) and wet (neovascular or exudative AMD). In wet AMD, blood vessels from the choriocapillaris invade the space occupied by photoreceptors and damage the macula, which is responsible for color and high-acuity vision. Treatments for wet AMD include repeated intraocular injections of VEGF antagonists to slow blood vessel growth. Dry AMD also affects the macula, but is far more prevalent than wet AMD (90% vs. 10% respectively), and no treatments exist. Cardinal features include accumulation of lipids and proteins within drusen and Bruch’s membrane (6), RPE dysfunction/death, complement-mediated attack and vaso-obliteration of the choriocapillaris (7), and photoreceptor atrophy (**Figure 1B**). However, the precise etiology of AMD is unclear (7,8), and according to some experts it may be a spectrum of closely related diseases (9).

Both genetic and environmental influences confer risk, but it is unclear which outer retinal components are affected first by the insult(s), and the order in which they are affected may differ between cases (8).

To gain new insights into AMD pathophysiology, Saini et al. generated iPS-RPE from AMD patients and age-matched controls and looked for differences between the groups using gene, protein, and cytokine profiling assays. While they detected few differences between healthy and disease groups, they did make an interesting discovery: nicotinamide, which accelerates iPS-RPE differentiation and has been shown to prevent neurodegeneration in other systems (10,11), can modulate a set of genes and proteins that may contribute to AMD in iPS-RPE. Not only did they identify a wide array of genes that nicotinamide modulates in iPS-RPE, they also showed that it is effective across several genetic backgrounds, including in AMD iPS-RPE harboring largely uncharacterized AMD mutations (12).

**The challenges of developing AMD models**

To fully appreciate the excitement generated from the Saini et al. study, and to avoid over-interpreting their findings,
I will begin this section by briefly describing some of the complications of modeling AMD, by outlining some of the caveats of using patient-specific iPSCs to study AMD, and by explaining additional complications for using RPE in these types of studies.

**AMD is a multifactorial and complex disease with an unknown etiology**

Major problems facing AMD researchers are that normal age-related changes in the outer retina can be difficult to distinguish from AMD-related ones and a paucity of viable animal and cellular disease models (13,14). Developing models is difficult since the initial events of AMD are caused by combinations of environmental and genetic factors that modify the choriocapillaris, Bruch’s membrane, RPE, and/or photoreceptors, but never in any particular order (8,13). Furthermore, in early and intermediate stages, changes in any of these components initiate a chain reaction that affects some or all the others (Figure 2A). Finally, even the final AMD events, geographic atrophy (GA), choroidal neovascularization (CNV), and pigment epithelial detachment (PED) are only partially understood (8).

The complicated genetics of AMD, and the expression patterns of AMD linked genes, also limits our ability to generate transgenic and cellular models. While genetic tests can be used to identify mutations that confer risk, the results of these tests cannot be used to accurately predict if a patient will get AMD or how the disease will progress. Genetic background can also influence the likelihood that a person will have a specific AMD phenotype and affect the age of onset and rate of progression (15). Consequently, modifying the same gene in RPE cells from different genetic backgrounds could produce graded or heterogeneous phenotypes. In addition, AMD linked genes do not have eye-specific expression patterns (15). Therefore, the primary event might occur outside the eye and be manifested secondarily in the outer retina. For these
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Figure 2 Putative disease pathways in AMD, and limitations of using iPS-RPE for AMD modeling. (A) Initiating factors combine and converge on photoreceptor cells (PRCs), RPE, Bruch’s Membrane (BM), and/or the choroid (C). Changes to these components initiate a cascade of intermediate disease mechanisms. (B) Red lines mark the limited events from which data can be obtained from iPS-RPE. Only genetic contributions are interrogated, and downstream effects propagated through early and intermediate stages can only be predicted. Reproduced with modifications and permission of the American Society for Clinical Investigation, from Bird AC, JCI 2010 (8); permission conveyed through the Copyright Clearance Center Inc.
reasons, AMD models are difficult to generate and while transgenic and cellular models of AMD may yield valuable data in many instances, they could also yield very limited, or even misleading, information about the disease in others.

**Caveats of iPS-RPE based AMD disease modeling**

Examining iPS-RPE derived from AMD patients with known mutations may provide some insights into the etiology; however, these studies are frequently hampered by noisy datasets, may not represent physiological situations, and offer only a limited view into disease progression.

Many independent groups, including ours, have shown that RPE can be readily generated from human iPSCs that strongly resemble primary human RPE. However, many other independent groups have shown that the process of reprogramming somatic cells to iPSCs introduces epigenetic changes that can affect the cellular phenotype of iPS-derived cells. In an excellent review from Sandoe et al. (16), the authors describe some of the sources of transcriptomic noise in iPSCs. They explain that noise increases when cells from different genetic backgrounds are compared, when multiple reprogramming methods are employed within sample sets, when iPSCs are derived from different tissue sources, and due to X-linked inactivation. However, they also explain that these issues are not insurmountable; noise can be reduced, and sampling errors can be obviated, by using a large number of patient samples and/or by using isogenic cell-lines (in which that mutation was introduced in cells with identical genetic backgrounds) (see Sandoe et al. the first table for examples).

Besides noise, another caveat with iPS-RPE based AMD studies is that AMD mutations may induce inconsistent and variable phenotypes in RPE, and some observed effects may not be relevant, or recapitulated in vivo. Many iPS-RPE based AMD studies are based on the unlikely assumption that RPE are the first, or only, outer retina component affected by the mutation and that other environmental issues do not contribute to the phenotype. Environmental issues that may contribute include reduced oxygen/nutrient availability due to impaired diffusibility through confluent drusen and/or a “lipid wall” in Bruch's membrane (6); ischemia due to diffusibility issues and/or choriocapillaris drop-out, which we showed fundamentally alters gene expression and metabolic behaviors of RPE (17); and/or intraretinal vascular changes and hyperoxia due to photoreceptor degeneration (4). For example, if a patient's AMD mutations induced a primary defect in the choriocapillaris or Bruch's membrane potent enough to induce ischemia in RPE, examining iPS-RPE *in vitro* from that patient in normoxic conditions will yield very little, if any, relevant information about the patient's disease. Finally, we cannot measure the compounding effects of AMD mutations in RPE propagated through photoreceptors, Bruch's membrane, and the choriocapillaris across early and intermediate stages, we can only predict them. For these reasons, studies in patient derived iPS-RPE may only provide inconsistent and limited views of AMD pathogenesis (Figure 2B), and any data from iPS-RPE AMD studies must be interpreted carefully considering these constraints.

**Technical issues involving iPS-RPE**

There are also potential pitfalls to avoid when using iPS-RPE. Serial passaging iPS-RPE lines induces phenotypic drift (18), iPS-RPE may not reach peak function until several months post-differentiation (19), and RPE have significantly different expression profiles when polarized (20). Therefore, when analyzing data from iPS-RPE, it is important to consider the number of passages of the lines used, how long the cells have been maintained in culture, and whether the RPE cells were grown on transwell filters to promote polarization.

**Nicotinamide suppresses signaling cascades in RPE that might contribute to AMD**

Despite the gloomy perspective I described in the previous section, iPS-RPE based AMD studies are important, can yield important data about AMD etiology and drug-responsiveness, and should be performed. For as daunting as iPS-RPE AMD disease modeling is, developing relevant animal AMD models is equally, or more, difficult. Saini *et al.* have shown that relevant and interesting data can be “squeezed” from *in vitro* models within the constraints explained in previous sections.

A major strength of their work, was the finding that nicotinamide can elicit broad effects on AMD RPE that could be predicted to cascade onto photoreceptors, Bruch's membrane, and the choriocapillaris. Using bioinformatics, they identified functionally related gene clusters affected by nicotinamide and sorted them according to KEGG and disease pathways. Notable hits from this analysis, which will be addressed in order, include the PI3-Akt signaling pathway, complement cascades, and ECM-
receptor interactions. First, the PI3/Akt/mTOR pathway has been shown to regulate RPE metabolism (21), and stimulation of the insulin/mTOR pathway in murine retinas significantly retards photoreceptor atrophy (22). Second, variants in complement cascade genes including CFH, CFI, CFB, and C3 are associated with AMD, and complement-mediated attacks on the choriocapillaris might be a primary event in AMD pathogenesis (7). Third, ECM receptor interactions are critical for choriocapillaris, Bruch’s membrane, and RPE crosstalk (23). In addition, Saini et al. used bioinformatics to predict nicotinamide-mediated changes in retinal degeneration and cardiomyopathy, and Alzheimer’s disease pathways. These predicted connections are interesting since associations may exist between AMD and lipid-handling and cardiovascular factors (24), and multiple studies now link Aβ with key stages of AMD progression (25).

Besides the predicted associations from RNA-seq data, the authors reported measured nicotinamide-mediated reductions in C3, Aβ42, APOE, APOJ, and VEGFA genes and their corresponding proteins that could be predicted to impact choriocapillaris and photoreceptor viability, lipid-handling in RPE, and Bruch’s membrane diffusibility. Nicotinamide reduced C3 mRNA by approximately 90%, and secreted protein levels 6–7-fold. This is significant since complement inhibitors are being designed and tested in clinical trials for AMD (26). Subretinal injections of Aβ12 in mice induce anatomical defects in RPE and pronounced photoreceptor atrophy (27). Finally, lipid-handling defects in RPE can result in lipid extrusion and Bruch’s membrane thickening in mice (17), and ApoE and ApoJ are the most prevalent apolipoproteins detected in human drusen (28).

The observation that VEGF-A is suppressed by nicotinamide is the most difficult to interpret, especially since we do not know if the patients involved in this study had wet or dry AMD. If the patients had wet AMD, reducing VEGF might be beneficial, but reducing VEGF below threshold levels in dry AMD patients can exacerbate disease progression. In primates, single intravitreal injections of VEGF antagonists transiently defenestrate and induce vessel occlusion in the choriocapillaris (29). In mice, we showed that single anti-VEGF injections promote complement accumulation around retinal capillary beds that predispose them to vaso-obliteration (30), and genetic ablation of Vegfa in adult murine RPE results in severe choriocapillaris drop-out and profound cone dysfunction three and seven days-post-induction respectively (17,31). Finally, chronic anti-VEGF injections can cause GA in wet AMD patients (32). Therefore, if validated for human use, nicotinamide might be best employed as a therapy for wet AMD; however, care must be taken to not cause GA in wet AMD patients by over-antagonizing VEGF and causing damage to ocular vascular networks.

**Future directions**

The findings from Saini et al. open a door for several possible future studies: (I) establishing the physiological consequences of the nicotinamide-mediated mRNA and protein accumulation changes; (II) determining if nicotinamide is equally effective across other AMD iPS-RPE lines with other disease associated mutations and genetic backgrounds; and (III) screening for novel drug candidates in the cell lines generated by Saini et al., and in others contributed by the scientific community.

Many of the effects on mRNA and protein expression elicited by nicotinamide must be confirmed and downstream events be examined to establish physiological relevance. The nicotinamide-mediated suppression of C3 is encouraging, but once C3 is secreted from a cell many downstream events must occur to generate membrane attack complexes. This applies to ApoE and ApoJ secretion as well; it is important to show if reduced expression of both proteins impacts drusen formation and Bruch’s membrane thickening in physiological contexts, especially since drusen are very common in aging eyes and probably do not cause AMD. In fact, one or more drusen can be found in 95.5–98.8% of the general population, and risk for developing AMD is assessed on a case-by-case basis according to the type (hard or soft), location (in or outside the macula), and size of each druse (33). Whether nicotinamide prevents accumulation of the types of drusen that confer risk for AMD remains to be determined.

The amount of VEGF inhibition induced by nicotinamide must be established in vivo to determine which form of AMD to target. In addition, the amount of VEGF suppression by nicotinamide must be deemed safe for dry AMD patients before initiating clinical trials.

Finally, if we could generate an expansive collection of iPS-RPE with known mutations (and complete clinical histories) that span multiple diverse genetic backgrounds, we could test novel therapeutic agents, and perhaps generate patient-specific drug cocktails to treat specific features of AMD.

**Summary and conclusions**

The outer retina consists of uniquely remarkable cells
and structures that are responsible for phototransduction. However, phototransduction is metabolically expensive, and overworked photoreceptors, RPE, Bruch's membrane, and the choriocapillaris are prone to age-related changes. Changes in one member of the unit cascade onto other members of the unit throughout early and intermediate stages of AMD disease progression, cumulatively resulting in vision loss. Due to the genetic and etiological complexity of AMD, the discovery of drugs that exert broad effects on outer retina physiology might be the best solution, and nicotinamide has potential to be that type of drug. Nicotinamide can suppress accumulation of apolipoproteins, members of the complement cascade, and extracellular matrix receptors that may damage RPE, photoreceptors, Bruch's membrane, and/or the choriocapillaris. If those predictions are correct, and if the effects of nicotinamide can be shown to be physiologically relevant, nicotinamide could eventually be used treat some features of AMD in at least a subset of AMD patients.
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